Size of the ALPHA AXP P m g " Digital's multiyear Alpha AXP program has involved more than two thousand engineers across many disciplines. Innovative management styles and techniques were requited to deliver this highquality program on an aggressive schedule. The Alpha A X P Rogram Office used a four-point methodology for management: (1) establish an appropriately large shared vision: (2) delegate completely and elicit specific commitments; (3) inspect rigorously, providing supportive feedback; (4) acknowledge every advance, leaming as the program propsses. We consciously used each project event to propel progress and gain momentum. Digital delivered the Alpha AXP program on schedule with industryleadership capabilities.
I "
The program to develop the Alpha AXP systems has been the largest in Digital's history and one of the largest in the computer indusay. During the course of the program, the Alpha AXP Program Office developed a model that provided the tools necessary to manage the program. At times, this paper may seem to imply that the program team developed the tools and then used them in a pure form. In practice.
the team developed these approaches based on many years of experience and on the management theories of experts; we also learned and applied these lessons as we managed the program.
Although the positive effects of timely delivery and high quality are particularly noticeable results of such a large program, Digital has also used the tools to good effect on d e r projects. Moreover, teams within the Alpha AXP Program used the tools recursively, project by project. The author's experience is that this management model is applicable to projects of nearly any size.
The discussion that follows briefly defines the scope of the program and explains why traditional methods were inappropriate far managing the development of such a complex product set in a short time period.
The Enrollment Management Model and the concept of cusps --a key element of the model --are then defined and clarified through discussion of the model's evolution during the Alpha AXP Program.
Digital's Alpha AXP program encompassed the design of a world-leadership microprocessor chip, a new @-bit system architecture, multiple haniware systems (from personal computers to mainframes), multiple operating systems, and hundreds of software products layered on these systems. The development of the first-generation products extended over several years and involved more than two thousand hardware, software, and systems engineers at its peak. Digital managed the overall development program from a Rogram Office staffed by eight professionals.
Across Digital worldwide, the Alpha AXP program development spanned more than 22 soilware engineering gmps and 10 hardware engineering groups. The hardware effort included the semiconductor design g r~~p and groups for each of the hardware systems platforms. The software efforts encompassed four operating systems groups, 
Figure 1 Enmllmtnl MoMgement Model
The model in this form was developed by the author. Some elements are derived from management seminars and from consultants' recommendations. The particular forms used for vision, commitment, and acknowledgment emerged during the Alpha AXP program. The inspection--support stage was developed by the author during many years of project management and reviews.
Two concepts are key to implementing this model for large programs. F i r s t , the Program Office, which has already been mentioned, provides the necessary cohesion, program vision, and inspection structures, while allowing the skilIs and resources to remain within their natural organizations. Moreover, the office lends consistency across the program and encourages each contributing group to hold to its commitments. The d Alpha Axp Program Office, made up of a diverse group of product and operarions managers, had no formal authority (not even budget authority); so it exerted influence only through rigorous enrollment and delegation outlined by the management model.
The second key concept is the project "cusp," which is a critical event that propels change. Cusps are further defied in the sections Inspection--Support and Using Project Cusps below.
The Program Office uses vision to enroll the related groups in the goals of the program. For example, the vision can be the toplevel business goals and customer needs. For subordinate projects, the Vision can be the objectives of the larger project. In all cases, the enrollment happens only when the goals are set in the context of the audience (the project team). In particular, the Program Office is most effective when it expresses the program's vision in the terms and language of the group being enrolled. The vision has to be large enough to encompass all the required commitments and the ultimate results.
The management team collaborated to take advantage of cusps to propel project momentum toward the established goal. Examples of cusps in the Alpha AXP program are presented throughout this paper to demonstrate their integral value in the application of the Enrollment Management Model and the role they played in the creation of the model itself.
Acknowledgment--Ling
As the manager of a project develops plans, he or she delegates the tasks to subgroups and solicits specific commitments to content and schedule. [3] Since these commitments are made within the context of the larger vision, the subordinate commitments become quite strong for sub-project members. A key element of the delegation process is the explicit specification of the results such that they are measurable and identified with an individual own=. The owner is a single individual empowered by the committing group and held accountable for the deliverable.
[4] An important point here is that the term "owner" does not necessarily refer to the person who actually does the work. The owner is responsible and therefore accountable for getting the work done on time. In our panicular program, the Rogram Office had to clarify and reinforce this distinction carefully as part of the enrollment stage.
Inspection-Support
The project manager trusts in the commitments made and continually inspects the project to ensure delivery on schedule. This inspection strictly takes the form of Supportive feedback, thereby encouraging people to disclose risks before they become problems. Whenever the projected results are at risk of falling short of the commitment, the project managex declares a project "cusp."
The term "cusp" is adapted here froin Gleick to describe the potential turning points, or critical events, in a project.
[5] (Other terms in conventional parlance include "gotchas," setbacks, crises, " i n g points, project breakdowns, and "calls to action."
The managers used these terms during the program.
For our purposes, we adopt the tenn cusp as an emotionally neutral term. It is important that at any point in the project the term used be one that gives an opening for the possibility of making a difference and for moving the project forward.) At the point of a cusp, everyone is ready to embrace change because it furthers the overall program objectives. : We strove to understand the critical events and milestones and used these cusps to increase project momentum, as Figure 2 illustrates. As the project appached each cusp, the Program Office dealt with the event promptly to ensure that the project continued to move toward the overarching goal. In other words, the managers did not develop a plan just to follow the plan. Instead, they developed a plan to understand the overall project flow and used the milestones and other events as opportunities to adjust the project velocity to keep moving toward the goal. [7] In many cases, we generated a cusp to propel the necessary change (for example, by creating a schedule crisis). In other cases, we took advantage of a cusp to make a necessary change.
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Figwe 2 Cusps as a Way to Change Directions
As the management team became comfortable with using project cusps constructively, the Program Office actively solicited more of them. These increased the velocity and resulting momentum of the program, thereby achieving a "slingshot" effect.
The Program Office used each cusp to acknowledge progress. As the team acknowledged more and more progress, the program's momentum moved from very low to break-even, and finally into high gear.
The vision for a program or project becomes the ultimate goal or deliverable. Thus, the Alpha AXP Program Manager's first task was to establish a vision shared by all groups that would conmbute to the program. This vision had to be large enough to encompass all the work.
Alpha AXP Systems as Fiflh-generatwn Computing
The Alpha AXP family is at the confluence of five major trends in computing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Nineteen ninety-two is the first year in which it is feasible to achieve &-bit computing on a single microprocessor.
Nineteen ninety-two is the first year in which microprocessors have achieved over 100 MIPS (million instructions per second) of computing.
It is now costeffective to place more than 4 gigabytes of main memory on a system: hence 32-bit addressing is insufficient.
Networking technology now allows the construction of networks with over 100-megabit throughput.
Cost-effective storage systems now exceed the many-gigabyte range and are approaching terabytes.
These computing systems will include large amounts of parallelism as compared with classical designs. The program vision for Alpha A X P systems. as shown in Figure 3 , is to be the first family of systems to implement the technology and applications for the fifth generation of computing.
This family is fully compatible across all members now and will be into future generations, ensuring that application binary programs will run unchanged. With no compromise to future performance. the initial family members also maintain a high degree of compatibility with current systems to allow easy migration for customers as they begin to require this technology. Delivering a family of highquality systems in a timely fashion reestablishes Digital's reputation for technology and systems leadership. 
Gening Started
The Once the Alpha AXP program was approved, the Program Office began holding Alpha AXP quarterly review meetings. At these forums, groups reported plans and progress to a wide, cross-disciplinary audience. Initially, the audience was composed of engineering, manufztlrring, and service groups. As the program gained momentum, other disciplines such as marketing and sales joined and began to report on their own progress. These forums helped generate belief and solidify enrollment. They also helped the Program Office identify problem areas before they became crises.
First Cusp Result
We established a program-wide understanding of the importance of volume deliveries in 1992.
With the key project managers sharing a common vision, the next step was to establish a work plan and to ensure that each group committed to deliver on its parts. 
Value of Each Contribution
With the master plan outlined (the straw horse reviewed and approved), the next step was to obtain the commitment of each contributing group. To address continuing skepticism about the necessity of each component and its schedule, the program manager walked each group through the overall program and the economic value of its urgency. The group was then asked to contribute to the overall system's value. A key prerequisite to this conversation was to establish a full-time project manager for each component group, who became the coordination point and who was held accountable for each deliverable.
Decide What to Do before How to Do It
The Program Office found that each group went through a disbelief process similar to the one seen earlier for the program. The program manager urged each group to first focus on the "what" of their deliverable, before hying to decide the "how." The program manager ensured that the group grounded its overall estimates in reality. For example, a software group might count the number of modules to port and estimate the persondays per module. This kind of high-level, quantifiable estimate allowed the pmyxt manager to make an overall estimate without needing to understand the order of the specific tasks.
Third Cusp: Need for Project Management Exjwrtise
Members of several of the larger projects determined that they did not have sufficient project management experience. Previously, this realization would have resulted in replanning to move out the target schedule, perhaps repeatedly. Instead, given the group's commitment to the larger result, we found a much more aggressive behavior. For example, the OpenVMS AXP group publicly committed to their target schedule and stated, "We don't know how to achieve this, but we commit to finding a way." The next day they went to a project management consultant for training on how to build an aggressive. attainable schedule. This consultant
Third Cusp Result
Groups introduced education and rigor into project management. Unfortunately, despite everyone's best intentions, circumstances and unexpected requests can easily divert the promiser away from fulfilling the promise. Thus, managers learn to inspect regularly the progress of groups on whose commitments they depend.
FEEDBACK
The model, therefore, incorporates this traditional, essential project management practice. Its inclusion was prompted by another project crisis, described below.
Fourth Cusp: Project Slips Motivate Formal Opemtwnal Inspection
The Program Office h e w that it was working with highly motivated teams. On the basis of the earlier planning work, we assumed that they were all tightly focused on the objectives of the Alpha AXP program and shared our sense of schedule urgency. Suddenly, we were shocked by a memo stating that a critical project's schedule had slipped several months. Since virtually every other project depended upon it, this schedule slip could easily have led to a program disaster. Instead, we used the event to institute a regular operational inspection. Often, instituting such regular reviews is difficult and generally resisted by the reviewees. In this case. every group could see the danger of continuing without regular inspections and readily agreed to this new process.
The Program Office adopted the term "inspection," rather than "review," because we have found this term to be neutral or positive. In the past, reviews had been imposed by line management and tended to encourage the reviewees to cover up issues until it was too late to mover. In " s t , the program manager, operating under the Program Officemodel, had no line authority and set up the monthly operational inspections in an o p n and supportive environment. The presenters were the designated project managers from each development group. The Program Office encouraged all presenters to bring in their risks and problems before it was too .late to address tbem effectively. We used the single-page format again, as shown in Figure 6 . Note that the simple. visual history of all milestones is at the top, so one can milily see any repetitive dips. The emphasis is on critical path events completed last month and those coming up next month. At the bottom are listed those issues that have been resolved and issues being opened, with clearly indicated ownership and due dates.
Operational Excellence
To ensure that every project implemented the strategies, the Program Office established the principle of o p e d o d excellence across the Alpha Axp program. The office consistently recognized teams that accomplished their results on time and predictably. We also used the monthly programwide inspections to maintain a published record of progress. Thus, each project was encouraged to excel operationally and to learn from the experiences and presentations of the others.
F o w h Cusp Result
The Program Office establish monthly inspections using a consistent single-page document to record pertinent information.
PROJECT: ALPHANMS
DATE:
April 8,1992
SCHEDULE:
Oct Nov Dec IJan Feb Mar lApr May Jun lJul Aug Sep lOct Nov Dec Developing the vision and plan resulted in a general sense of euphoria. Shortly afterwards, the reality of the work ahead descended like a cloud of despair. At this point, the primary challenge was to start building momentum in the program. In the Enrollment Management Model, building momentum-the acknowledgment-learning stage---is tightly intertwined with the inspection stage; that is, events reported during inspections were used to build mo".
The Rogram office reinforced the vision and used momentum building to minimize the time perid during which the team felt despair aboutthewoskahead.
Fifth Cusp: Despair
Since the overall program had such a formidable goal, many of the contributing teams became stalled with the magnitude of the task ahead of them. This manifested itself in the form of comments about the large amount of work, the resulting potential for schedule delays. and a fear of overtime demands.
This syndrome is common in any large project, especially when commitments are made that involve taking large risks. The approach the program team took was to start recognizing each element of progress. As we disuibuted announcements of progress widely (using Digital's worldwide electronic mail network), we began to build momentum around the Alpha AXP program. Other groups picked up on this momentum and contributed to it themselves. This effect cascaded throughout the entire program--more groups perceived their rasks ahead as achievable; rapidly each group wanted its own progress acknowledged: and momentum increased.
The Program Office found that the members of a project appreciated and were motivated by the simple "thank you" repmented by the public acknowledgment of their work. This contrasts with the conventional management wisdom that it is necessary to give fmquent monetary rewards to motivate people. Although everyone appreciates the financial rewards, the biggest motivator is the professional recognition that the contributor did a good and necessary job! The second benefit of the acknowledgment was its effect in creating a sense of momentum throughout all the project teams. At one point, one of the major Alpha AXP hardware systems slipped its schedule for delivery of prototypes to software. After considering a number of alternatives, the operating system group proposed an alternate plan using a different hardware system and a changed order of events. They said in their management presentation at the time, "The question is not one of blame. Instead our goal is to preserve the ultimate schedule goal of the program, specifically its volume availability date."
Sixth Cusp Result
Program-wide, team members established the principle of focusing on the desired state of time-toprofit rather than on blaming others for failures.
At another point, one p u p was at risk because it needed a critical skiU for a week. A (historically) competing hardware group responded by asking what sort of resource, and then freely supplied the resource despite its own very tight schedule. In the past, these groups would compete for the same resource without collaborating for the common good. the information rigorously and to make recommendations. These analyses resulted in changes in the architecture, the chip design, the systems designs, and the software. The changes have proved to increase performance substantially.
Seventh Cusp Result
The program established a performance team to change the design and plans as needed.
Eighth Cusp: Prot@(ype Allocation Process
As manufacturing started to deliver prototypes, the Program Office found that the early manufacturing build rate was lower than planned. This was the result of normal start-up problems. At the same time, initial demand had increased substantially. Nevertheless, the project administrators continued to ship the systems to engineering and applications p u p s in the original order. If this had continued, dependent software would have been delivered progressively later because of inadequate testing cycles. Our impact analysis indicated that the Alpha AXP volume availability would slip by three months.
The review team highlighted this probiem in an early program readiness review. Traditionally, Digital uses readiness reviews to establish manufacturing's readiness to build systems. The Alpha AXP Program Office broadened this process and asked for a program-wide readiness review to identify the "showstopper" risks. As a result, the Program Office centralized the allocation process so that we could maintain the prototype allocations in real time. The result was to reestablish sufficient software test time and maintain momentum with minimal program impact.
Eighth Cusp Result
The program teams decided that prototypes would be delivered based on program priorities, not solely on existing plans.
Ninth Cusp: Need for Quality Metria
Each group in the Alpha AXP program adopted very high standads for the quality of its work. The management team repeatedly found reinforcement of Phil Crosby's dictum: "Quality is free."[l31 Results in p u p after group showed that early and continuous attention to quality resulted in held or improved schedules.
However, the program team noticed that we were not inspecting and measuring progress in quality at the total systems level; customers care about only the quality of the total result. As the projects started integrating into a total system, the Program Office established an independent group to measure overall quaiity levels. The classic reaction to such independently derived' quality memcs is that they are meaningless. Instead, since the program established the memcs at the moment when everyone saw the need, the reaction has been to focus on the total system's quality without dropping attention on the individual component metrics.
Ninth Cusp Res&
The program formalized system-wide quality memcs.
Digital met exactly the program's overall schedule to the month (i.e., date for high-vohune shipments). despite numerous setbacks along the way. The Alpha AXP system is meeting the original performance goals, and quality is excellent. The project teams have accepted multiple levels of inspection, and other p r o p s w i t h i n Digital are copying this aspect of the model. Further, the notion of using pmject cusps creatively has been an effective tool to build momentum. Finally, a common schedule and inspection discipline allowed the schedule to become an opportunity to reinforce a shared vision. This positive view contrasts with the numerous deliverables into earlier base levels or releases. Figure 7 shows 
SUMhlARY
The Alpha AXP program is the most complex program in Digital's history and has been delivered on schedule with high quality. The Alpha AXP h g r a m Office used a rigorous management methodology to build the program-level teamwork necessary to accomplish this breakthrough. The office proved the effectiveness of the Enrollment Management Model: vision-enrollment, commitment-delegation, inspection--support, and acknowledgment--learning. Integral to this model and empowering to the team is to take each cusp head-on and to use them to increase momentum. The management team has been learning as the program progressed and has identified areas needing strengthening for future programs.
